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enough
, w1lEAI

strengt~/<
II ('E(,{C'%
•P) ( Hla. strong enough candidates. it's

going to be in there getting the time.

Heighton: How will it achieve that strength, however, if they don't have

access to large radio and television audiences?

Mickelson: I don't think the radio and television audiences are important

in building a person or a party up to that kind of strength. There're so

other)fways~f doing it. There's direct mail by computer: actually

costing almost as much as broadcasting. It's become a great talent

'~~~'J .great art to ese computer mailing -- computerized mailing

many
I'lOW
it's

"and a
lists and do these computerized mailings, and"you know in the small com-

munity or the smaller communities -- the big cities, there still is an

opportunity in a Congressional District to go out and shake a lot of

hands and meet a lot of people and get your own organization. No, I think

they'll come to the surface.
comment on the evolu-Heighton: In conjunction with Section 315,

tion of broadcast editorializing over the years? Many stations do it re~-

ularly and some stations do it occasionally. There do seem to be hun-

dreds, perhaps even thousands of stations in this country that don't edi-

torialize at all.
.,); ~Mickelson: Well, th~S t;.8 tendency in the program of many station op-

erators to stay out of trouble, to not (get] themselves into controversial

positions at all. That's why there's been a good.deal of pressure on sta-

tion operators in the past to stand up in the community, take positions

in h bli' h some record for themselves, show some courage,
t e community, esta s

Now for a long time they were not. That
and many of them are doing it.
famous Mayflower Decision of the 1940s prevented it, but

gradual reIua-

tion of the writing _ or' the promulgation of a "Fairness Doctrine" made

•
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it possible for editorializing that started in the 1950s.
A '..47' .at CBS to try to determine - we hired an

We did some

experimentation editorialist for

a UHF station we had in Hartford, Connecticut, ... a very bright person

who was a good local reporter and a thinker and so forth, and.knew how to

research a topic. We turned him loose on a number of -- a variety of ways
~~ doing editorials. I think the senior management of CBS had a feeling

that maybe the only way you could do it is put it on something like a

TelePrompter so it becomes written. Then have an off-camera voice. Read

it so there's no identification of an individual. Well, that was pretty

dull. Then we went from there to the idea that since this is not the news
,broadcasters idea, but it's a station idea, then we could achieve the

same effect by having the station manager read the editorial. Now some

station managers are not too effective at it and they appoint an editorial

director who does it. But T think those hurdles have now been overcome

and I.think that it's pretty well established that the editorial is nor:

the personal opinion of the chief anchor man but rather is the well thought

out position of the station itself and the station management on a given

issue. I think editorializing has been developing rapidly, oh in the last

ten to fifteen years, even though there are many stations that ought to
"

be doing more of it.' And it's the way·(1) (muffled) a station exercises

leadership in a community.
Heighton: In connection with Section 315, maybe you'd like to give us

your recollections on the Kennedy-Nixon Debates in 1960.

Mickelson: Well, yeab, I can do that.
The debate idea had been talked

about over a long period of time.
I think '~~/jQ person actually to

Senato~£b!i (>?XOodY fg} from
start the mOVeJllent for debates was -b the correspondent for the
Michigan aa early as, 1952. Moody had een

" h Senate and elected for a term.
Detroit ~ and then was appointed to t e

•
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And he saw the possibility of debates. "11we ,this was picked up, partic-

ularly by Frank Stanton at CBS who made many speeches ba out debating.

Bobby Sarnoff at NBC also became a strong supporter. But the trouble was

that you just couldn't do ·it as long as Section 315 was on the books with-

out some kind of amendment. Th 1ere were usual y from sixteen to nineteen

candidates for· the presidency of the United States, including the Prohi-."----- ....-
bition Party, the Poor Man's (Ol !& ,.ehd) Party, the Socialist Workers

the Socialist Labor Party, and, you know, a host of others -- Vege-
k!. tJ J£0 ~"'I

Party, including Henry'~rt1§ky:taP?)' the Poor Man's Party candi-

date who lived in Secaucus, New Jersey, and ra? a beer hall. But we were

Party,

tarian

trapped __ really trapped in 1956 by Section 315 and just after the

Israeli-Egyptian War broke out right around the first of November aA8 ~eo :t=-

situation around the world was very, very precarious, the President asked

for time to make a fifteen-minute speech to the nation about the dangers

involved in that Middle Eastern war. We gave him the time because we

thought this was an absolutely essential matter of national policy even

though he is a candidate. Well, the Democrats immediately asked for time

to answer. We said, well this was a Presidential message and obviously

it doesn't demand a response under Section 315. They got a decision that

it did, so time had to be given to Stevenson, then of course all the other

candidates came on down the line to demand their time. Eisenhower in the

meantime, or not Eisenhower but the Republicans, since time had been given

to Stevenson asked for time to anSwer Stevenson since the President orig-

inally had been speaking as President, not as a candidate. And this thing
turned b FCC settled. after the election was

into an unholy mesS which t e

over.

Heighton: CBS did not appeal that?

•
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Mickelson:
\

> i ,W \\~.l·· .

Yeah, appealed it but got nOAon the appeal.

Heighton: I see.

Mickelson: They appealed and the FCC said, '~e can't give you an answer

right noW except there's Section 315. We'll give you an answer later."

Well, the only thing we could do was give the time.

Heighton: Was CBS acttve in encouraging the 1960 debates and getting the

amendment through the Congress?

MIckelson: Yeah, on the debates Frank Stanton was very active working with

the members of the Congress in get ting the repeal. It wasn "t repealed ac-

tually, as I recall, until late spring or earll summer of 1960. I guess

it was probably July before the thing was actually repealed. Then of

course the next question is, "We've got repeal. Now we can go with the

debates. " It was repealed only for one election period and only for candi-

dates for president and vice president. So we were in the position then

where "How do you get the two combatants in the ring? Who's going to be

objections. But Nixon accepted. in theory, while the Republican Conven~

tion was On. Kennedy accepted shortly thereafter. So we had the accept-

ances but now we've got to write the rules and regulations.

the matchmaker in this case?" And we were skeptical right up until the

last ~:~~~. You know, we thought that either candidate Mould find some

So as soon
/-0 <. <:0<.6 ,~.0

we BriP "pas we got back )f New York after th7.>Democratic convention,
L<I &A.I 7,4C jlcalll!/k·~/~ __/-J£Cf.'I{lf/l~
__________(1) ~\ed~at the Convention in Chic~go. We got a meeting

of the networks and the candidates' representatives. I started talking

\111_

about ground rules. Now they said. "You've been talking grandiosely

d 'r up" One party said.
about eight hours of time for the candi ates go.
'~e'll take four, you give the other party four." Then we ha~ to say.

What we Jlaj,di:t.ll..f.her are
,(J)(AI,lfP, F/;!; )

_~~<,~_~~+-~~~:ed there
going to be debate.. That means you've got \

"Now, look. that's not what we said at all •.
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who've gcrto be present for the debates." So this went round and round

for awhile. Then we met again. Finally down at the Mayflower Hotel in

Washington, and we were st111 in this standoff position -- the impasse --
/'1/!/}until Ctt¥t Cap?) Scribner ~ for the Republicans and Leonard Reinsch

for the Democrats said, "Why don't you give us a few minutes alone here

to hammer this thing out? Will you step outside?" So John Daly for ABC,

Bill McAndrew for NBC, and I went out in the corridor for twenty minutes

to a half an hour, and when we came back they spelled out a procedure that

they thought would work, which is essentially the way the debate finally

went on the air. We would have preferred pure ~ebate but since it was not

going to be and since we wanted more than anything to get them in the ring

we yielded on that point. I guess the only one we argued with them on was

the fact that we would not select newspaper representatives to serve on

the panels. They'd have to find some other way Df doing that.
lLA ;//;(;/4/6 /"

ahead on '-.,t <-:::+H:;(mt~) the debates.,

So with

that we went
Heighton: Since we've been discus'sing presidential candidates, perhaps

YOU'd give us your recollections over the years on the relationship be-

twaen CBS News and the White House, beginning perhaps with Eisenhower?

MIckelson: Well, we could even go back I guess with Harry Truman for that

matter.

Heighton: Okay.

M1'ckelson: 1 It' n I guess whL:h probably parallelsThere s been an evo u.10 , '

the evolution and importance of the television business. we're talking

largely television rather than radio, I guess.
And of course television

know the White House, where-
was so new during the Truman period that, you, from time

i t ation asked for ti~e/to time
as it was consciou~~'of it and the Admin sr.
f the audience we could reach was so ,..-
or television broadcast purposes,

sufficient 'consequence to make an issue
small that it really was not of

• _____ .... r__ lllllliili~
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out of it. And that didn't happen until in the Eisenhower administration.

Now Jim Hagerty, the Press Secretary, and incidentally a very, very good

one, was conscious of the importance of it even though he was a newspaper-

mn and did what he could to permit television into activities and to call

attention to activities. But the Presid{~t himself, for example, had eye

problems and didn't like those television lights staring him in the.face

and ".

End of Reel 2, Side 2

-
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!
Reel 3, Side 1 (5) {If ~

,.{(.#c:.J~Mickelson: .••~erformances. They got Robert Montgomery in to, you

might say, produce the television performances for him and Montgomery was

quite successful I think in relaxing him and indicating how to respond to

the camera and to eliminate any fear he might have of the camera. But I

don't think he was ever completely easy with it, perhaps, until he got out

of office. On the press conferences Hagerty told me subsequently that he

had had a notion almost from the beginning that some,f:~Lte1evision would

have to come in, but he had to spend some time clearing the way with the

President first and watching technology develop. He let radio in about•
midway in the two Eisenhower terms and permitted taping with the idea that

they could analyze the tape afterwards to eliminate any egregious errors

in the tape. But television filming still wasn't ready principally be-

cause no film stock had been developed that would permit shooting without

an extraordinary amount of light. Well, in ~late 1950s I think it was

DuPont that came out with a film,of high ASA ~ rating which permitted

you to operate more or less at natural room light in black and white.' So

Hagerty then decided, "The time has come"to run 'a-test." So he brought the

President over __ no, wait a minute he did not. The President didn't get

involved in it, but Hagerty himself played the President, and they did a

test on it and found out that the test was satisfactory so they did film

an Eisenhower press conference. They did not at ~hat time consider going
f,a t/ '

live because with thi~ they had already made some major steps.

H the Kennedy Administration when Kennedy was
owever, at the beginning of

down in Palm Beach, Florida, during the Christmas holidays of 1960

that's three weeks before his inauguration, the representati~es of the

th come do"- to Palm Beach one day to meet with
ree networks were,ssked toW~

• p
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Pierre Salinger. And we sat with him one afternoon and hammered out a

program for the first live presidential televised press conference which

took place very shortly after Kennedy took office. And of course I think
-,iat;,established the precedent, so it's been there ever since. But that's the

obvious side of it -- the live presidential press conference which indi-

cates the importance. The request for time-on the air I guess has been

there from the very beginning because what the presidents did was simply

transfer radio into television. They'd been accustomed to asking for

radio time on the air. They started now asking for both radio and tele-

vision until they began to transpose and say, ':Wewant television time on

the air and radio if we can get it," as they began to see the greater im-

portance of television. I suppose that actually the Nixon Administration

used more television time in a shorter period of time than any other ad-

ministration in order to permit Nixon to get to the public with certain

positions and policies he wanted to establish. So that it's been evolu-

tionary and it's pretty well foliowed the curve of acceptance on the part

of the American public of television.
Heighton: With these different presidents what kind of feedback and pres-

sures did you have on your coverage of the White House?
Mickelson: Generally, from the point of view of the reaction of the Pres-

ident himself Truman was casual and warm and friendly and relaxed. During

the Eisenhower Administration Eisenhower by natur~ was the five-star gen-

eral. He was rather cool and distant and proper, precise, and so forth,

so there was never a camaraderie except through Jim Hagerty, the Press Sec-

retary.
_ h inclined to be the normal

Kennedy of ccurae was again muc more
human-being type. He got along very well with the broadcast~S although

t f time to spend with th~
as president he didn't q~ve the same amoun af:I~' ~ ,dt,f,f -~( If~ Johnson, I suppose, in many..- en ( 5~dYhe was able to spend.

•
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respectswas the toughest because he paid the most attention to it. I was

not in the job during the Johnson period. But he did apparently watch

those three monitors at his desk every night and frequently pick up the

telephone and call and blast the network that he disapproved of in the pro-

cess. Although tempers then would cool apparently and -there were no long-

term recriminations.
Heighton: Did you ever encounter any overt instances of censorship? Did

you have to deal with directives or at least requests to kill stories or

change the approach?

Mickelson'. No , never. The only time in my recollection that weNever.
were ever criticized by the White House for any act was when the President,

Eisenhower, was in the hospital in Denver after that massive heart attack.

~Magazine had made a picture through the President's bedroom window--

-, the President was sitting beside his bed on one occasion -- ran it in ~.
and the head of our crew in Denver was determined on the day that the Pres-

ident was to come out and sit on the portiCO at the end of the building to

get some pictures of him. He rented a helicopter, went up there. I got a

blast ffll:m Hagerty on the telephone all the way to New York complaining

that we were jeopardizing the life of the President. "Didn't we know any

better than that? You better reprimand these people and keep them on the

ground hereafter. f1 That's the only time I recall that anything occur.-d

that would in any way restrict what we were doing.
Now what we don't know,

f not much was held from us that
or example, was what was ~ from us, but

wasn't held from the other working press as well.
H of Eisenhower's trips
eighton: Perhaps you would relate the coverage

abroad in 1958 and '59.
11 illustrating-again the

only examples of rea y
- g When the -- ithave occurred in broadcast1n •

Mickelson: Well, they're

Changes of technology that

• •
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(Transcribed - 8/16/79 - 5:10-6: 55 r'm)
was quite dramatic· when the President went to Germany in 1958. We had been

at war with Germany, he'd been the Commanding General of the armies that

beat Germany

the Russians might not say

and here he was going back as President of the United States
beat Germany on the Western Front at least

to visit the country that he'd conquered. We were still in that position

where there were some jet airplanes but no technology really for live cov-

erage. The satellites still hadn't started to function. They wouldn't

come until six or eight years later, but in the meantime we had been watch-

ing the European Broadcasting Union and Eurovision and had made friends

with some of the European broadcasters, so we determined to rent equipment

from some of the European broadcasters. And rather than try to fly pic-

tures directly from Germany we'd send them on to London and then fly them

from London. So that this was another step. I mentioned earlier the

Coronation. T_his was sort of another step leading toward bringing tele-

Vision in Europe closer to ·televison in the United States even though

that's still in 1958. We had videotape recorders by that time which is a

tremendous advantage. We didn't have to go through the whole film process.

With Videotape recorders and jet~~~anes we could easily get same-day cov-
...

erage and even special prGgrams in fairly early evening.
When Eisenhower made a trip to India the next yea~we had a much more com-

~ t uple of tape re-
plicated setup ~ but we tried a DC-4 airplane, pu a co

corders aboard th~ DC-4 and leapfrogged for the Presidential party. In

h
~e fle~ to the next stop on the way and

at er words, we flew to London, ~ ~
We even had to go up to K/\ I3tl L ~)

then leapfrogged ahead of them.
~ h istan~en he went on that trip. But

llane ByUiiUes?, ~~ ~1I)

film cameras at ultimate points and leap-
by placing the personnel and • on to Istanbul while he stopped
fragging into Rome, £or example, and then

l· ad same-day coverage job on that.
in Athens we. were able to do a fa~r Y go

~ fEll

a •
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One interesting little incident. Walter Cronkite was doing one of those

standuppers for videotape in Rome and curiously everybody was addressing

him in Italian. No 0 kne spo e English to him all Italian. They couldn't

understand why he didn't res~ d ill",'....Lto
a
M'1: llfEP,fim;" n ta a.an, Well, he discovered later

that the"!Jf" [9 PfL. Em E P'!:;:d) program had been carried on ItaHan tele-

vision and dubbed into Italian, so everyone thought he was fluent in Italian.

(Both laugh)
These two Eisenhower trips are only symbolic again of the·coming of age of

television, the development of the technology which has made today's instan-

taneous worldwide transmissions possible.
Heighton: In regard to the technology, perhaps you will give us the back-

ground of your coverage of sports, professional football and then the 1960

Olympics.
Mickelson: Well, the football situation I guess started while I was lying

in a hospital bed with a bad back. We'd built a fairly careful Sunday

afternoon schedule. This is the "ghetto" people talked about and we put a
lot of energy into it and I think a lot of talent and alot of innovation into it __ and not much money because we were programming

the office and asked that they check and see what these affiliates were

doing. Well we found out the affiliates in the southeast, many of them,

were on an ad hoc Washington Redskins television football network. On the

West Coast we were losing some of them to an sd·hoc Los Angeles-San Fran-

cisco football netwo~k. From Chicago down to Texas mapy,=of2them~~ad2defeeted

to a Chicago Beara-Chicago ~ardinals netwOrk. So the only logical thing

.... I

inexpensively. But we had a solid program schedule the fall of 1955, but

while I was there in the hospital I got some reports on the number of

stations that wefe taking our programs~ we had a good one from 2 to 2:302~:----~~

, /",For example, eighteen stations were takingAout of a total network of 200 or

whatever it was. Not even twenty, not even twenty'-five. So I called into

..
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to do, "If you can,'t beat 'em, join 'em." So I'd had a proposal a couple

of years earlier from a man who was then at~theJLos Angeles Rams, nOW theJst~t',1;\l/'
president of the Dallas Cowboys, Tex Sc (~), who had said, "You know,

if you went out tn do it you could put this whole network together and con-

trol the w (ole thing,"
1-, jiAt,

move (,I!'.:~~~~)'So

So it occurred to me then that that was then the

I got Elmer Lower up and we were in the process of
l) i (.,,1-We got ~~ MacPhail, the son of the famous

(lAM/C)--
owner of the Cincinnati Reds, the New York/Oi ,~; Brooklyn Dodgers and so
hiring a sports director.

forth, Larry MacPhail. And Lower and MacPhail then went out to start check-

see.Lng to whether we could in fact put together 'a lineup d:!. Well the fact
1is we could. We could get enough of the pro football clubs who were open

0'/\ (iJAJrJ;A~~ ~ ........-- -~n.e,,~ 'so the rest would have to permit us to air their games. Now the

question is getting management to accept it. The total cost the first

year I think was a million one hundred and fifty thou saud dollar~ for all

the rights fees and we assumed that it wouldn't -- the total cost to uS

including pickup ~ and lines and everything for this very, very comp-

licated setup wouldn't mean more than about twO million. So Bill Hyland ~'

the Vice President for Sales of the television networkjand I went directly

to the Chairman of the Board and said, "Here it is," and he, I thought some-

what reluctantly finally agreed that we would go ahead and organize the foot-

b
the fall of 1956 we had the whole nation-

all network. Which we did, SO in

al professional football league.
Heighton: Were Cll~c.-"""';;;;";;;:;ABC and NBC doing professional football

at that time1 NOW about four or five years
Mickelson: No. they werell't at that time'
later the American Football League started and they started partly on the

, f NBC that tJIlCwould carry their gameS,
basis of getting a guarantee romrealize what we were doing and they sat back

NBC and ABC apparently didn't..

•
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and let us go ahead and grab it.
r.'7f.J.>t ~

later began.,But then a couple of years

to find out how important it was, and so they were looking for opportuni-

ties to do something similar.
Heighton: What other sports were you covering in these days?

Mickelson: Well, we took a fling at hockey for example and did a couple

of years with the National Hockey League, and I think did more to stimu-

late interest in skating and hockey in the South than anywhere else, but it

didn't work very well from the point of view of [a] successful financial

venture in the North. I guess the most glamorous thing we got into was the

Olympics-in 1960. The Olympics had never been carried live or even recorded

in anything more than just two or three-minute pieces of newsfilm, but we

got word that through some agency friends of ours, including one agency

executive who was a Roman, that if we played our cards right we might be
able to acquire the rights. So over a period ot. t~ _~met with the Italian

Olympic Committee in Paris a year before the Olympics and they were favor-

ably disposed toward it. I still had to get the money. I finally got the

money to pay the rights fee totalling three quarters of million dollars,
contrasted with NBC's 1980 figure of eighty-five million plus another forty

million that NBC is estimating for a total of one hundred and twenty five.
Ou h But I was afraid that it wasr total cost was about a million altoget er.
going to be difficult to talk the senior management again into taking this
ri k a lunch one day and caught a ride

sx, I was up at Columbia University for
back doen to S in his car and his driver and

~wu the office with Frank tanton
harangued 6 h d Broadway down to 52nd and Madisonhim all the way from 11 t an
ab d "Well, let's go and talk to the

out the Olympics. And he finally sai ,
h

then immediately got on
c airman." And so we talked to the chairman, SO

th the rights purchased SO that we
e job and we got them lined up and got

had them.
We still didn't -- we had videotape

It was not easy to cover.

••
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by now, but it was difficult to edit, but there was no satellite. The way

we covered was to take the pool signal, feed it out to the Fumicino Air-

port which was then in use outside Rome. And we rented a motion picture

theatre which incidently did not have air conditioning so with our video-
!J.j l..

tape machines in this motion picture theatre recorded'there. Everything

was still primitive too. ~ didn't have :i~e base'~ correctors and

all that kind of thing at that point, so-it was hit-or-miss in editing.

So we recorded there~decided what we wanted to use, and put it aboard air-

planes out at the airport. If we thought we were going to miss out on an

important event, we'd buy a line up to Paris and record in Paris and ship

from there instead of from Rome so that one way or the other we'd have a

chance of getting same-day filming. The opening night the opening cere-

many took tyO or three hours, all the parades and the marching and sO forth,

'and I went out to the airport that night to sit there and watch it and as

I normally would do in a circumstance of that sort I kept a log of it

now this takes so much time and this takes sO much time. And when it was

all over I asked the producer sitting next to me what his log showed and
He said he forgot to keep

how his came out in correspondence with mine.

A H h ceremony he didn't have a log, so I said,
ne. e got so entranced by t e
"All hi " And I cut the thing up and said,

right, let's take a look at t s.

"Take this unit , 1 h this unit, anotherput a commercia ere,
commercial,

mi
"Well, by this time he was com-

and so forth, it comes out to 59 nutes.
pletely lost so 1 went up to the tape machine and spent the whole night

standing at the tape machine editing that shOW (laughter) which we finished
~ then it was time to catch the morning
'VI'J up about 4: 30 in the morning and

h d it on the air.that night.
airplane which left about 9:00 or 80, so we a
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(Transcribed 8/17/79 - 5:30 - 7:25)

Heighton: I'm sure the public response was tremendous.

Mickelson: It ~ tremendous, and furthermore it fell during the dog days

of television, in other words, the last two weeks in August, sO we had had

all this nighttime programming when the stuff we had to take off the air to

preempt for it was of no interest anyway. So here was two weeks of fresh,

•almost l,'ve programming, and, well, exciting and glamorous and dramatic.
~/C;;.JTheAwork I rt~ was sold out and I think the network made a bundle of

money on it.
Heighton: The long-running series, "CBS Reports," started while you were

President of CBS News. Can you give uS the ba~kground on that?

Mickelson: Yeah, I think the background is not -- you can't oversimplify

it because it came out of a number of separate developments running con-

currently. We had tried a program in the -- oh, I should say about 1957 or

1958 -~-we recognized the importance of mental health as a issue in the

country and tried to determine a way to attack the mental health problem.
s-At the same time we had ~ reque~t from one of the prominent publishers

and advertising agency people in the country, Barry Ryan, formerly of Ruth-

rauff and Ryan, who was then I think the chairman of the Mental Health

A 1 h alth Well, we had a very bril-
ssociation, to do something about menta e •

liant producer on the staff, Al Wasserman, who t think is now working for
Irv Gitlin, who

"60 Minutes" after being around to the other networks.

Should be recognized as one of the great producers. of television,
(1.#fJ. one of the great executives in television

d an opportunity for us to finance
an Al Wasserman found out that there was
the treatment of a number of mental health patients over a period of time

d th at the end select
and film each one as they were. being treated, an en .
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one of the several and follow through with the final treatment,aP t... So

it too(a fifty thousa~d dollar down payment, ten thousand dollars each

there were five treatments. so I p sh d th id d f• u e e ea an we, ollowed through on

it and got the support for it. We did the treatments, we selected one of

the five patients and followed through with that patient and created a monu-

mental documentary called" "Out of Darkness" -- out of this treatment a girl

who was having serious mental health problems, a schizophrenic, one of the

worst possible cases in terms of possible -- I won't sa7 cure, because in

the medical and mental health professions that's a word you don't use, but

at least some amelioration of the problem. We,decided to follow through
0:.and we did ~ ninety-minute program and it was commercially sale-with her

able at the time, one of the first to be sold. And it was a tremendous suc-

cess. This gave uS the idea that we could do these scattered documentaries

on specific topics but they ought to be' tied 'together into some kind of an

omnibus package. At about the same time population in India was becoming

a tremendously important problem,' and the News Department, as opposed to

the Public .Affairs Department, the News Department run by John Day ~)

was interested in getting into India where the population growth situation

was the worst and doing something on population. So we conceived of the

idea of doing an hour called "The population Explosion. tr

And we had a fel-........

low on the staff at that time we'd been very carefully building over a long

period of time, Av Westin, whose, name you now kn~ as the Executive Pro-

ducer of the ABC Evening NewS. Well I'd first known Avas the boy that

deliJvered my morning coffee at the beginning of 1950 and he had a reputa-

tion as being ~ery bright, aggressive, young potential executive and we ...moved hila in with Fred Friendly on "Hear It NOW'" and kept. moving him into

various jobs. We made
his an associate producer and an associate director

We sent him to India to do this
and now we decided to make h1llla producer.
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"Pop«.lation Explosion." ,Well that was ~:c..:.' '-_' __ '_'_'_~ ~;~ - ( 'fTI:tl) coming

from the news side of the tripartite CBS News , Sports, Public Affairs, so

we did the cwo shows both of which were su~cessful. "The Population Explo-

i " i i b 's on was senS t ve ecauae we were afraid of Catholic pressure. We got

Father Hesburgh from Notre Dame to come in and do the last seven or eight

minutes on the show with a sort of a Q&A to'ease any kind of church pres-

,sures that might be imposed on us. Then we thought that the way to do

this was to do a continuous series on an irregular basis, doing as many as
"'IPublic Affairs could deli ver and some from News and schedule it as they......

came out. Well I outlined this whole program in a Program Plans Board and

an Executive Program Committee and, I guess, separately to Stanton and Paley.

I had a call one day from Frank Stanton saying, "Do you still want to do

this sort of thing?" I said. "Yes." "What could you sell it f or?" And I

quickly calculated that we were budgeting these things for about eighty-

five thousand dollars an hour and that, including advertising agency com-

mission, a selling price of a hundred thousand dollars would get uS out

without any los~ on it __ wi~out any ~ofit but at the same time picking
(Lt.J.: (J£ft~~~ a,':t:/'up its share ol generalf{Overhead (.O,$ a'!:ed)"lIlIRf expenses. So he said,

"Well, what kind of a deal could you make if somebody would come along

right now and pick them up?" He said, "So why

of that. Let's make it fifty thousand dollars

don't we take them for half
f,A1>and ~ the rest of the

~ f i uuay if it's a marginal
costs." But you get it back fro,mrhe 'sale 0 t me .anJ

"

time period. So he said, "All right, could you be in Philadelphi a tomorrow

morning at seven o.'clock and have breakfast with Chuck Percy of Bell &
Howell, Peterson, the president of Bell & Howell?"

the chairman, and Pete

I
"" B t in the meantime - I'd arAued

said, "All right, I'll be ther,. u - • ,

with Frank Stanton over a long period of time that we were nO~~~Oin!;tc.z);:ell

we had our own sales ( .' 1iai'o~# My ar,gu-
that kind of progrlUllllling unless I

......
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